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Superintendent’s Report
Every month I come up with a
subject to write about for our
newsletter. I am not required to write
anything, but it is something I want to
do. I feel it is a superintendent’s
responsibility to communicate to the
division members. Some months it can
be a struggle and others it just comes
easily. This month’s subject came to me
at 5:30 AM on Sunday morning.
I guess it really started Friday
evening after listening to division
member Mike Hauk’s interview with
Lionel Strang on A Modeler’s Life Podcast(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ukYP-eZ9lYg).
If you have not yet listened to it, I highly
recommend that you do.
The question I hear most when
trying to attract new members is: “What
will I get from the NMRA when I pay my
dues?” The heart of the NMRA is its
divisions and division members. With

those you get the camaraderie, but
more importantly, you get the
exchange of ideas and information. It is
true you don’t need to pay money to
belong to a group of model railroaders.
I did not pay dues for most of my life,
while engaging with a small group of
seven to ten modelers.
However, I have been a
continuous member of the NMRA since
2014, and in that time my group of
seven to ten local friends has grown to
include not just our division members
but those of the surrounding divisions
and adjoining regions. In that short
period of time my modeling skills have
expanded greatly, as a result of the
exchange of information, techniques,
and ideas between members at our
meetings, both in person and virtual.
For example, thanks to Chris
Mincemoyer and Dick Bradley, I’m

Next Membership Events:
Our next membership meeting will be held on Saturday, March 13, 2021 at 10:00 AM
on Zoom. We will send out the invitation and agenda, as we get closer to the date.
One of the popular segments of our in-person meetings is the “What’s On My Workbench”
segment. Please consider joining in with this even as we meet virtually. If you have a few
photographs on your desktop or a short PowerPoint, you can easily screen share in Zoom.
Please contact any of the board members for help or advice with this process.
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building wood structure kits I would
never think I could successfully build
four or five years ago. I know because
in the past when I tried, they would
come out looking like a pile of twigs
and sticks. Here is a Laser Cut wood
loading dock I recently built, which was
the subject of the February Division
meeting modeling question: “What
should I use to weather it?” The answer
to that question can be found later in
this newsletter.

Bradley White
Division 12 MCR
Superintendent

Division 12, MCR, NMRA, Inc.
The Alleghany Western Division:
Expanding your model railroading horizons
Please visit our website: www.div12mcr.org

Or

NMRAAlleghanyWesternDivision

Meetings
The division level is the NMRA
“grass roots” level. It is our members’
interaction with each other and the
public (hopefully soon). Division
members move the NMRA forward. At
the national level we have the
resources of additional information and
guidance for manufacturers. Could you
imagine where we would be without
the DCC standards?
You can get a lot from the NMRA,
but it depends on what you put into it.
On the local level you can get a lot
from the meetings, even the virtual
ones, but you need to attend the
meetings. On the National level, there
are lots of resources, but you have to
search them out – and if you need help,
your local division can help with that
(which is why I started the “What’s
behind the Wall” mini clinics).
Happy Model Railroading

When face-to-face membership meetings
return, they typically include
announcements and limited business;
“What’s On Your Workbench,” during which
members share what they have been
working on; and educational model
railroad related programs, presentations, or
clinics.

NMRA: https://www.nmra.org/
Mid Central Region:
http://www.midcentral-regionnmra.org/
Division 12 Superintendent:
Superintendent@div12mcr.org

The Builder’s Plate © 2021 is a publication of Division 12, Mid
Central Region, NMRA. All opinions expressed are those of
the authors and do not necessarily reflect those of Division
12, the MCR, or the NMRA.
Editor: David Ellis
Copyeditor/Proofreader: Renee Reilly
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Officers and BOD
Superintendent: Brad White —
superintendent@div12mcr.org
Assistant Superintendent: Mike Hauk ––
ap@div12mcr.org
Clerk/Treasurer: Dave Ellis —
clerk@div12mcr.org
Board of Directors: Rob Bennett, Doug
Sandmeyer, Chris Mincemoyer

Division 12 Upcoming
Events
March: Membership Meeting: March
13, 2021 at 10:00 AM. This will be a
virtual meeting on Zoom.
April: Membership Meeting: April 10,
2021 at 10:00 AM. This will be a virtual
meeting on Zoom.
May: Membership Meeting: May 8,
2021 at 10:00 AM. The format of this
meeting has not yet been determined.

Upcoming Meeting
Programs
As seen above, at least the next few
meetings will be virtual ones. As we get
into better weather and possibly better
COVID-19 situations we hope to move
to outdoor meetings as we move into
spring and summer. In the meantime
Doug Sandmeyer has been working to
organize guest speakers from outside
the division while we are Zooming.
Tentatively, here is what is coming up:

March Membership Meeting: CMR – “A
Hands-on-at-home Clinic on
Weathering with Decals”
April Membership Meeting: Nick Kalis –
“Enhance Your Layout’s Storytelling:
Practical Steps” and our own Mike Hauk
– “Weathering with Artist’s Oils and
Turpenoid”
May Membership Meeting: Dave
Meyers – “Introduction to Gatorboard
for Modelers”

Division 12 January Meeting
The membership of Division 12, MCR,
NMRA met virtually on Zoom at 10:00 AM
on Saturday, February 13, 2021. The
following members were present: Rob
Bennett, Bruce Bloomster, Dick Bradley,
Larry Dodge, Dale Desser, David Ellis,
Lee Farnsworth, Kevin Garben, Mike
Hauk, Jerry Longo, Chris Mincemoyer,
Doug Sandmeyer, Bill Schopf, and Brad
White. Also joining us were Steve
Zapytowski, one of our program
presenters, from Division 1, Larry Smith,
our other program presenter, from
Division 10, Howdy Lamprecht from
Division 6, Andy MacVie from the
Western New York Division, as well as
Dave Cole, a guest. A quorum (at least
ten members) was established with
fourteen Division 12 members present.
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Announcements
•

Brad White mentioned that while
the spring Erie Train Show has been
canceled the November show is
on at Rainbow Gardens.

•

He also mentioned that, while the
National NMRA convention in
Santa Clara this summer is
canceled, St Louis in August of
2022 is on.

•

Also in 2022, the Tri-Regional
Convention in Indianapolis is on.

First Presentation
Larry Smith’s presentation was on JMRI
operations. “As the title, ‘JMRI Operations
101,’ suggests, this clinic is an introduction
to conducting your own operations using
the free software JMRI, or Java Model
Railroading Interface. The software can
become quite involved for operations, but
this clinic will provide you with an
introduction and get you started running
your trains. We will identify the information
you need to input into the software, and
the steps needed to produce instructions
for your engineers and yardmasters.”
Larry took us through a complete step-bystep demonstration of the screen options in
this part of JMRI. To this participant, the
JMRI Operations appears to be most
applicable to folks modeling modern
railroading, as the manifest and engineer
sheets appeared to duplicate computer or
central office generated switch lists.

Modeling Questions
Brad White asked about options for
weathering the loading dock that he had
been working on. Photos of the loading
dock are in his Superintendent’s Letter
earlier in this Builder’s Plate. Dick Bradley

suggested using gray powders, particularly
starting with light gray powders. Pan Pastels
were also mentioned as a possibility.
Larry Dodge asked about using Fast Tracks
“Sweeps” templates. He just purchased
some and found that they don’t appear to
fit between the rails. Rob Bennett
commented that he had used them and
had not had that problem at all. Rob
suggested that he and Larry should
compare notes over email to try to
troubleshoot the issue.

Second Presentation
Our second presentation by Steve
Zapytowski was on the Myths and Legends
of the Tillamook & Astoria.
“Does your railroad have a story to tell? Is
that story rooted in historical fact, or…not
so much? I began building my railroad with
an idea growing out of considerations of a
geographic location and a period in
time. This served my purposes for a
while. My railroad grew to serve a number
of cities and towns in Northwest
Oregon. Some of these places exist to this
day while others faded from history, passing
into the “mythology” of the Pacific
Northwest. Eventually, realizing that I was
telling a story with my railroad I started
looking into the actual history of railroading
in the region and found comparisons
between what happened in the real world
and what actually happened in my
basement. Building my railroad inspired me
to look more closely at the region’s
railroading history, and this history gave me
fuel to build my railroad with its own
particular version of what happened in
Northwest Oregon from 1900 to 1912. This
clinic delves into some of the “true facts” of
the time and those “other facts” now
obscured by the mists of time.”
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What’s on Your Workbench?
Several of our board members quickly
screen shared photos of what they had
been working on, as we had not
calculated the time needed for two
presentations accurately.
Either a couple of photographs in a folder
or in a simple PowerPoint can be easily
shared during a Zoom presentation.
Hopefully, as we continue to need to have
virtual meetings more of our members will
try this easy technique!

For the Good of the Order/Further
Discussion:
•

•

•

•

•

David Ellis mentioned that Julie
Parker had contacted the division
thanking us for initiating the Shorty
Parker Regional Scratch building
Award.
As Steve Zapytowski was here, we
asked him for suggestions for moving
forward with the award, as he is the
region’s contest chair.
He suggested that we would need
to establish the criteria for the award
and make sure that appropriate
division representatives would be
present at future regional
conventions and awards
ceremonies.
He suggested that we need to have
everything finalized by November for
inclusion in the January King Pin.
Finally, he proposed that we
develop a clinic for the next
convention explaining Shorty’s work
for the roll out of the award.

Brick and Mortar Hobby
Stores in Division 12
We have a dearth of train stores here in the
division or even near the division. Several
that exist are in New York State. If you visit
any of them, let them know you are a
member of the NMRA and you learned
about them from the Division 12 newsletter.
Terry’s Train Shop
1739 Foote Ave Ext.
Jamestown, NY 14701
716-397-5545
East Dyke Depot
332 E. Dyke Street
Wellsville, NY 14895
585-593-0005
Bova’s Music and Train Shoppe
31 McClurg Street
Westfield, NY 14787
716-326-6891

Brick and Mortar Hobby
Stores Near Division 12
Hobby Express
www.hobbyexpressinc.com
1713 Route 228
Cranberry Twp., PA 16066

Submitted by David Ellis
clerk@div12mcr.org
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Mentoring in Division 12
After discussing several approaches to
offering mentoring in the division, we
came up with starting a list of members
who felt comfortable mentoring on
specific topics. To contact the mentors
either email the clerk
(clerk@div12mcr.org) who will forward
your email or contact them directly.
•
•
•

Brad White: DCC, Signaling
Dave Ellis: Backdrops
Doug Sandmeyer: Benchwork,
Wiring, Soldering

Committee Chairs and
Volunteer Positions:

Achievement Program: Mike Hauk
ap@div12mcr.org
Newsletter: Dave Ellis
clerk@div12mcr.org
Operations Coordinator: Dale Desser
operations@div12mcr.org
Social Committee: Lee Farnsworth
social@div12mcr.org
T-Trak: Doug Sandmeyer
ttrak@div12mcr.org
Webmaster: Chris Mincemoyer
webeditor@div12mcr.org

Remembrances — Shorty
Parker
Members of Division 12:
It was such a thrill to read the Feb.
issue of the Builder’s Plate. To

Brad, Rob and Larry thanks for
your words of tribute to Shorty. I
also know that many Model
Railroaders have been blessed by
the opportunity to see and
operate the layout Shorty created
in addition to get ideas of
different ways to accomplish the
many details that go into creating
a layout. When Shorty decided
he was going to dismantle it, I had
a difficult time accepting his
decision to do it while he still
could. I was afraid he would
regret it, but he knew better than I
that it would not be long after the
dismantling project was
completed that he would no
longer be with us. I must add here
that I believe Larry was the last
Railroader to see Shorty and yes,
he took something with him when
he headed home that day. The
creation of an award in Shorty’s
name was a thrill for his family and
we all know that Shorty would be
so pleased to know that, as a
result of his building the Coal
Dumper, this regional award has
been created to honor his legacy.
On behalf of Shorty’s entire family,
I wish to say thank you for your
wanting to honor his legacy, in this
special way. Thank you, Division
12 and Happy Railroading.
Julie, Dave, Tim and John
Parker
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Quickly Weathering Rolling Stock:
Fifteen Minutes to a Better Looking Car
Bill Schopf
Like most of you, the pandemic enabled me to complete projects I had long put off. And
probably like you I've been busy. I used the time to build lots of home-road coal hoppers and
boxcars, and I developed a Monday-thru-Saturday operating sequence. But the "Big One"
remained –– weathering and visually upgrading every piece of rolling stock I own.
I knew I was in for it. It would take weeks, even months. But too many cars on my layout
looked like they had just been soaped and jet-hosed at the local car wash. Pretty would have to
go and be replaced by dirty. Every car was removed from the layout and away I went.
Eight guidelines were laid out:
1. Do the cars in 15 minutes or less. An hour or two per car and I would never finish.
2. Don't try to win a contest. Just make them look dirty and real.
3. Every truck sideframe and wheelset gets painted. No exceptions. If not painted,
they don't get used.
4. Roofs get special attention because they are the most visible.
5. Only a very, very few cars get the "extreme treatment."
6. Coal hoppers and gondolas get heavier weathering. Particularly the gondolas.
7. Vary, vary, vary the weathering looks. No uniformity.
8. If it doesn't show, ignore it. Underbodies get no weathering.

Preliminary Work

Materials or products used in the descriptions.

First, I Dullcoted all the
cars. If you weather with any
chalk, give the plastic some
tooth. I found that Ammo Mig
pigments and Bragdon chalks
grab better to plastic than
other chalks, but they hold
even better if the surface is
"toothed" with Dullcote. Some
cars like Bowser's N-5 Pennsy
cabooses have a painted
sheen almost like a mirror.
Chalks fall off their surface
unless they have been
Dullcoted. Don't overdo the
spray. Just a couple of quick
back-and-forth whisks on all
areas and let dry for an hour.
Time to Dullcote: less than 1
minute.
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Next I painted the wheelsets with enamel paint markers. I used both Rail Tie Brown from CreateFX
and Woodland Scenics' Tidy Track Weathered Tie. Just insert the marker tip into the wheel
recess, twist and it's done in seconds. I stayed away from the rust enamels because rust can
easily be overdone. The dirty, muddy brown of the rail tie color dries to look like oxidized metal
and creates a very real effect. Give the wheelsets a couple of hours to dry. Time to remove and
paint four wheelsets: 2 minutes.
Then I painted the outsides of the truck sideframes with AK Interactive Streaking Grime
(AK012). I ignored the inside areas because they will not show. Enamels seem to bond to plastic
and cover much better than acrylics. The deep brown of the freshly painted Streaking Grime
quickly fades into a very realistic oxidized-iron effect. On some sideframes I did nothing more than
use the AK enamel. On others I micro-brushed various rusts from Pan Pastels, Bragdons or Ammo
Mig pigments while the enamel was still damp. This helps hold the chalks in place. Don't overdo
the rust. The eye will see rust even if not a lot is there. All you want is the effect of heavy wear and
oxidation. Time to paint two sideframes: 1 minute. Total time for each car at this point: 4
minutes.

Weathering Coal Hoppers
I began the weathering project with my coal hoppers. Before doing any weathering, I
looked critically at the coal loads. Many had deteriorated and needed upgrading. For the
replacement loads I used Smith and Son coal (real stuff that is still sold locally) and sifted black
aquarium gravel I bought at PetSmart. I used three distinct coal sizes –– mine run, egg/nut, and
slack to enhance my coal operations. Removing the old loads was easy –– scrape them out with
a flat X-ACTO chisel blade, spoon in new coal, soak the load with 70% isopropyl alcohol and a
1:2 mix of Elmer's white glue and let dry overnight. The coal load itself is a big part of the
weathering process. I feel that individually created coal loads are visually superior to the
commercial removable plastic loads. Time to change the loads: about 5 minutes per car. At
this point I had 9 minutes into each coal car.
Rib-sided and panel-sided hoppers weather nicely. Because the steel panels are individually
bolted on, a single panel could be repaired or replaced in the shops. Weathering can show this
(see the Lehigh Valley #25768 hopper to the left in the photo). I swiped complementary, but
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different, colors on the panels, trying to create varied effects. The third panel from the right is
untouched while the others have Red Iron Oxide and Burnt Sienna Pan Pastels. I took a freshly
sharpened Prismacolor Sienna Brown #945 pencil and tapped little points and marks on the car
sides to represent small rust spots. This can be overdone so go easy. If you overdo it, wipe off the
excess with your finger or a pencil eraser.
Chris Mincemoyer demonstrated a couple of years ago the use of AK oil weathering
pencils. Online research indicated little difference between Prismacolor oil pencils or the AK
pencils. Since my wife had the Prismacolors, I used them. As Chris showed, I took a very sharp
Sienna Brown #945 and marked each side of the rib channel to rust accent the bolts. I also did
this at the top and bottom of each panel. With the side of the pencil flat against the ribs, I lightly
rubbed up and down to rust them. If too much, I took a soft brush with Pan Pastel black and
nudged it on to dull down the rust. I went back and forth as much as I needed to get the effect I
wanted. If I did too much, I wiped with my finger or eraser to mute the effect.
The Virginian panel-sided hopper to the right in the photo got extreme weathering. To do
this I used Doctor Ben's Realistic Rust, which I suspect consists of several spoonfuls of rust
pigments dissolved in a bottle of isopropyl alcohol. I shook the bottle vigorously and then poured
some into a small container. I stirred the brush into the solution to ensure picking up rust and
applied it heavily, wiping vertically down the sides. Because Doctor Ben's is alcohol based it dries
quickly, but a heavy application might take fifteen minutes to completely dry.
When the car dries, don't worry if the fade and haze appears overdone. You may think the
car is ruined, but it isn't. This is easily tempered two ways. Go back over it with cotton balls
soaked with the solution to even things out. Then spread chalks with a large soft brush or sponge
applicator. Again I used Pan Pastels because I feel it spreads better over larger surfaces than
Bragdon or Ammo Mig. I used a mix of Burnt Sienna, Red Iron Oxide and Black. These nicely
blend and work into each other. Then with a micro-brush, I spot-rusted the panels with the
Bragdons and Ammo Migs. Finally, I used Chris's pencil method on the bolts and along the edges
of the ladders. There is no right or wrong way to do this. Have a prototype photo of a similar car in
front of you and try to duplicate the look as well as you can. Time to apply chalks and alcohol: 5
minutes. Time for a hopper up to now: 14 minutes

Next Up: Weathering Gondolas
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Gondolas take real beatings on railroads and regularly get bent, gouged and dented by iron
and steel dropped on them. To simulate this, I took a heat gun and held it in one hand a few
inches from the gondola. In the other hand, I pressed a small screwdriver where I wanted to
simulate damage. Usually this was on the side's top or just inside. When hot enough, the plastic
softens, and pressing the screwdriver into the plastic creates the damage. I also used a hot
soldering iron, which works in the same way. This is very, very easy to overdo, so go slowly. Time
with the heat gun: 4 minutes.
The B&O gondola pictured on page 9 got similar treatments on its side panels as did the
Lehigh Valley hopper on page 8. I weathered the insides in two stages –– first with a soaking of
Doctor Ben's. Then when dry, I used Pan Pastels rust and black colors applied briskly and heavily
with a cosmetic sponge until I liked the look.
That done, I brushed full-strength Elmer’s white glue on the gondola's deck, making sure to
cover everything. Then I sprinkled the kitchen sink of powders on to the glue -- rust pigments, fine
coal and shale, dirts and stones and soils of different shades, sifted stove ash from my pellet
stove, even fine grass cover. I did this by feel. When it looked right I stopped. To ensure everything
adhered permanently and stayed as it was, I dripped 70% isopropyl alcohol over the materials and
let it dry overnight. The effect produced is something commonly seen on gondolas. Time with the
car's exterior and interior: 6 minutes. Time for a gondola up to now: 14 minutes.

Weathering Boxcars:
I tried to replicate the oxidation and bleaching of the metal roof panels by weather, soot
and heat. I used different applications of Doctor Ben's or just straight 70% alcohol. Isopropyl
alcohol by itself causes plastic to bleach and fade. How much depends on how heavy and thick
the application. When combined with rust or black chalks, a wide variety of weathering is
obtained.

The roof of the LNE #8678 steel sided car to the right in the photo received a light dose of Doctor
Ben's. I dipped a flat brush into the solution and wiped off most of it. This is almost like dry
brushing paints. Carefully, I wiped the brush vertically down all the panels, one by one, taking care
not to let any run down the sides. Light coats dry almost immediately so I repeated the process a
second, third or fourth time. When I got the haze I liked, I twirled a large cosmetic brush into a
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pan of black Pan Pastels and brushed vigorously sideways the length of the roof. I took special
care to work the black chalks underneath the roofwalk. Then I worked vertically up and down the
panels with the soft brush, brushing off the extra chalk and followed up by lightly brushing Brown
Sienna Pan Pastels to create a gentle rust effect.
To finish, I took a small stiff cosmetic brush and worked in Ammo Mig or Bragdon rustcolored chalks along the roof ribs and edge of the roof. This was random to create the effect of a
partially rusted roof. Then with the small brush I spotted patches of black along a few of the panels
to represent excess soot and metal discoloration. This is pretty much a process by feel. But with
the combination of the hazed plastic created by the alcohol and the colored pigments, you really
can't go wrong.
The LNE outside-braced boxcar to the left got heavier amounts of Doctor Ben's. The
heavier the application of the alcohol base, the more extreme the roof will look when dry. But don't
panic. Use the large soft cosmetic brush and apply Pan Pastel rust or black working the chalk
horizontally under the roofwalk. Then brush vertically to sweep away the excess. The more you
brush, the more the chalk will settle and adhere.
For the sides and ends of both cars, I dry-brushed streaks, either rust or black, with the
edge of the sponge applicator, wiping it into the chalk and then tapping off most of it. Drawing the
mostly dry sponge straight down creates a nice light effect of grime or rust. Use the same process
with the cosmetic brushes to create larger weathered areas. Try to fade the car's lettering
somewhat (but not too much) while you do this. Finally, with the large cosmetic brush I tappetytapped black and dark gray pigments along the bottoms of the sides and ends to simulate grime
and coal dust flying up from the track. Time for weathering the boxcar body and roof: 9
minutes. Time for a boxcar up to now: 13 minutes.

Weathering a Caboose:
A caboose is typically the least weathered car on a freight train. The B&O caboose pictured
is an Athearn blue-box with an overly-bright and unrealistic roof typical of earlier Athearn releases.
To tone this down, I used the same techniques on the roof as I did on the boxcars, taking care not
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to overdo things. I wanted the roof to show some soot and dirt, but not heavy age and rust. I used
straight 70% isopropyl alcohol carefully brushed along each panel, one-by-one, repeating until I
got the faded haze desired. Then I swiped light amounts of black Pan Pastels horizontally to
remove the silver shine and create a hazed sooty effect. I worked black AK and Bragdon pigments
into the rib recesses with a small cosmetic brush.
The sides got very light dry-brush streaking with black chalks –– just enough to show some
grime but not enough to make the train's crew upset with the railroad about their lack of
maintenance. I did take care, however, to paint the steps and end platform with the AK Streaking
Grime as well as the tool box cover underneath the car. It took a couple of coats of the enamel
grime to cover completely. Time to weather the body: 7 minutes. Time for a caboose up to
now: 11 minutes.
Cleaning the Wheels:
Finally, I cleaned the wheels of each car on my three-foot long cleaning track. I cut a Clorox
Handi-Wipe dry cloth (available at grocery stores) into three 7x11 inch pieces. I laid a piece on the
track, doused it with 91% alcohol out of a squeeze bottle and ran the car over and over it for 30
seconds or more. When the Handi-Wipe showed dirty streaks over the rail-heads, I nudged it over
an 1/8-inch or so and repeated until no dirt streaks were visible. Make sure you do this step
because the treads will certainly have chalk residue from the weathering as well as paint that crept
up from the enamel markers when the wheelsets were painted. Average cleaning time of each
car's wheel treads: 1 minute or less
How Long Did It Take?
Including the Dullcoting, wheelset and truck sideframe painting, body weathering and
wheel cleaning, each car type fit within my time restraints: The two coal hoppers took 15 minutes
each, the gondola 15 minutes, the two box cars 14 minutes apiece and the caboose 12 minutes.
Safety Tips:
Because the chalks are applied by whisking them back and forth with brushes, the stuff
flies everywhere. After the first couple of days using the chalks, I felt tightness and congestion in
my chest. When I didn't do chalks for a day or two, the tightness went away. Then when I went
back to chalking, the chest discomfort returned. So I put on an N95 mask the next time I
weathered cars and had no problem. After completing a couple of hundred cars, my mask was
getting filthy with chalk dust –– a tell-tale sign of what was going on.
Get a good face mask –– preferably an N95 –– and use it. They are now available locally at
Clark and McKibben Safety Products on Erie's near west side across the street from the Smith
meat packing plant. Ask for the owner, Jeff Boylan, and he will fit you up with any safety products
you need.
The Finish:
The project is now pretty much done and my goal achieved. The cars were weathered in 15
minutes –– some quicker. Doing a grouping of a couple dozen of all gondolas or all Lehigh Valley
hoppers or all cabooses in a single sitting made the process faster and less tedious. And even fun
for the most part. I found the weathering itself creative and relaxing. Each car could be tweaked for
a different look from the others.
So the official count as of right now is 474 cars weathered and complete. I estimate I have
already painted over 4,000 wheels and 2,000 sideframes. And I still have 100 cars to go. But they
can wait until summer. Next I'm going to run these cool-looking dirty cars around the railroad and
test out the new op sequences. I think they will look nice and enhance those operations as well.
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Details, Details
Mike Hauk

where the galvanizing has started to
fail.

Recently I spent a fair bit of time
on yet another project that required
some photos of the layout. I realized
that I would need some more details so
the area (specifically the model
Wheelerville station) would look less
"sterile" on close-up model photos.
So, I spent a number of evenings
since the past holiday season
assembling and painting some detail
parts. This process can take just as much
time as larger projects if proper
attention is paid to the process,
specifically removal of flash and proper
painting and weathering. IMHO, even
the smallest detail parts need at least a
misting of Dullcote, and better yet, a
dark wash to give the object more
depth and texture. Many times in the
hobby press, the illusion of reality in an
otherwise-beautiful model railroad
photo is spoiled by shiny, smooth scale
figures. I've noticed this especially
regarding HO scale cattle, of all things.
Otherwise top-notch modelers forget to
weather their cows! I grew up around
cows, and they are always dirty around
their legs and "undercarriage." Smooth
and shiny is exactly what they are not...
Painting scale figures is nearly an
entire other hobby discipline, so I won't
go into that here. I'll just touch upon the
work I did recently, which did not
include any scale figures.
In the quest for "texture" I spent a
fruitless evening trying to apply "grab
irons" to Tichy HO scale milk cans. Real
milk cans have handles on them, and
fine bands on the top and bottom, and
are often rusty/dirty on the outside

The Tichy milk cans are completely
smooth, and lack any texture at all:

Thus the attempt to add handles
with .008" wire. The effort was a
complete waste of time. I got a few
holes drilled (difficult on the smooth
plastic surface) and got a few handles
attached, but there was no uniformity
from side-to-side or can-to can.
Luckily, I found some HO scale
cans on Shapeways, and ordered one
set to try out. This was my first foray into
the 3-D printing world, and the cans I
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received were exquisite. The downside
was the shipping and handling fees
from Shapeways, which essentially
doubled the cost. In the future I may
see if multiple printed objects from
different vendors can be combined to
alleviate this somewhat.

Along with vehicles, Jordan also
made baggage wagons, which are as
delicate and fiddly as vintage autos, but
also look very lacy and detailed when
finished:

Anyway, you can see the level of
detail on these cans compared to the
Tichy cans, after painting and a dark
wash, fixed with a misting of Dullcote:

More details included some Tichy
crates: I roughed up the plastic with a
scratch-brush, painted them with Tamiya
deck tan, artist's oils, and turpenoid, and
fixed that wash with Dullcote:

Some other detail pieces included a
Jordan Model-T converted into a rail
speeder. The Jordan vehicles are out of
production, and are extremely fiddly to
assemble, but with care make very
finely-detailed models. I replaced the
spoked wheels and tires with small
flanged wheels from the Tichy hand-car
set:

Lastly, a Faller bench, painted with
the wooden parts drybrushed to look like
fading/peeling paint, then the usual wash
and Dullcote:
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I also tried to make some mailbags out of Sculpey polymer modeling clay
which turned out just "OK" but adequate to my eye from normal viewing
distance. You can see one mailbag on the baggage cart in the station
photo.
With the details done, I shot the photos for the other project and got that
wrapped up. On to the next project!

P.S. Don’t forget to weather your cows!
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Accessing the Members Only
Content on the NMRA
Website
As Brad is continuing to share features
“Behind the Wall” at the NMRA Website,
I thought it would be prudent to share
how to get behind the wall. First of all, if
you receive the NMRA Magazine, they
have been publishing instructions. A box
on page 39 in the February edition has
clear instructions with some screen
grabs.
For those of you not getting the
magazine and who have never signed
up, here are some instructions. A first
caveat, if you have an older password
to the NMRA store, it will not work.
Please save yourself the frustration by
not trying it.
When you open the NMRA website at
https://www.nmra.org,
you should see a red bar at the top of
the page. Click on the words “Member
Log-in/Registration” on the right side of
the red bar. It will open a new page.
Click on the blue bar that says, “Need a
username? Register Now.” That should
take you to a page called “User
Account.” Enter a username and your
email address, then click on the blue
bar that says “Create New Account.”
You should see a message that says an
email confirmation has been sent to
your inbox. Follow the instructions in the
email to set your new password.
A second caveat, if your email address
is not correct or even listed at NMRA
headquarters, this may all fall apart. But,
there is a fix for that! Have HQ update
your address at
http://www.nmra.org/cusomer-service-request

NMRA Partnership Program
The NMRA Partnership Program is a
member benefit that truly has a tangible
payback. The NMRA has partnered with model
railroad manufacturers of all sizes, giving them
exposure on the NMRA website in return for
receiving generous discounts for NMRA
members all year long. Some provide members
with special codes, others prefer a phone or
email order, but all appreciate the additional
business from our members.
For complete descriptions of the
partners, the discount they offer, and
instructions on applying the discount on your
order visit the NMRA Partnership website
(https://www.nmra.org/partnerships). If you are
not signed in as a member, you will only see a
list of the partners offering the discounts. To see
the instructions on how to apply the discounts
you need to register or log in as a registered
member.

To publish the Builder’s Plate
we need submissions!
Modeler’s tips, modeler’s projects, the
“Modeler’s Workbench” column, or any other
railroad or modeling related stories make
excellent submissions. Any member can submit
a short article.
To make our membership meetings less
business-focused and include more model
railroading fun, we also need reports from the
officers and committee chairs submitted to the
Builder’s Plate.
Builder's Plate encourages Division 12
members to share their favorite YouTube videos
or DVDs. The more you share, the more the rest
of us can learn from the modeling masters that
are out there. Give it a shot in the coming
months and tell us what you've been watching
"At the Movies."

Write it up and submit it as a minimally
formatted Word document attached to an
email to clerk@div12mcr.org. Photos are best
formatted as JPEGs.
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